
Our growing company is looking for a business program mgr. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for business program mgr

Serve as the primary point of contact for resolving all security vulnerabilities
Leads by example within the team by producing simple, extensible, and
maintainable code with very few defects
Finds and fixes all classes of defects, and contributes to effective test plans
Drives collaboration on features across feature teams
Begins to find ways accomplish more by enabling others
Overcomes obstacles by resolving issues, regardless of team boundaries, and
identifies and resolves teamwork issues
Supports customers and partners in the definition of infrastructure strategy
for large and complex customer engagements
Drives feature completion and resulting user experience for the life of the
product/service
Has a sense of pride and personal accountability for the end-to-end
product/service quality
Excellent cross group, inter personal, presentation & written communication
skills

Qualifications for business program mgr

Familiarity with implementing enterprise level software implementations
Own and manage all aspects of the monthly publish processes of the SMSG
ROB Scorecard program including creation of new processes and
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Responsible for delivering the SMSG Subsidiary and Business Scorecards on a
monthly basis for Corp and Field ROB Business Reviews
Lead validation processes with Corp metric and scorecard owners
Develop robust methods for understanding how effective the processes are
within the RoB program - this may include developing and maintaining a
scorecard related to the execution and effectiveness of the various processes
Change Management o Execute and maintain on-going change management
processes for metrics including change strategy, process, governance, and
implementation - accountable for ongoing auditing of changes and ensuring
the consistency and accuracy of output


